
 

 

 SCRAPPY PRE-CUTS:              
          COURTHOUSE STEPS in two sizes 

 

Use up your leftover jelly roll strips or 2-1/2” strip pieces  
and 5” charm squares!  
 
Block Size:  13” X 13” 

 

Quilt Size (12 blocks): 38” X 50-1/2” (OMC/Headstart) 

Quilt Size (20 blocks): 50-1/2” X 63” (Lap Quilt) 

 

Fabric/pre-cuts needed for OMC/Headstart Quilt: 

 

12—5” squares (matching) for center of blocks 

                                        or 

WOF X 5” strips—2 strips, sub-cut into 12—5” squares 

 

12—5” squares (various) cut in half into 2-1/2” X 5” rectangles (24)—(2 of each 

color) 

24 sets of 2 (matching)—2-1/2” X 9” rectangles 



 

 

12 sets of 2 (matching)—2-1/2” X 13” rectangles 

Fabric/pre-cuts needed for Lap Quilt: 

 

20—5” squares (matching) for center of blocks 

                                           or 

WOF X 5” strips, 3 strips, sub-cut into 20—5” squares 

 

20—5” squares (various)—cut in half into 2-1/2” X 5” rectangles (40)—(2 of each 

color) 

40 sets of 2 (matching)—2-1/2” X 9” rectangles 

20 sets of 2 (matching)—2-1/2” X 13” rectangles 

 

 

Assembly: 

 

Sew a 2-1/2” X 5” rectangle (same color) to opposite sides of a 5” center square. 

Sew a 2-1/2 “ X 9” rectangle (same color) to each 9” side of block. 

Turn block and sew a 2-1/2 “ X 9” rectangle (same color) to  each of two 

remaining 9” sides. 

Sew a 2-1/2” X 13” rectangle (same color) to each 13” side of block. 

 

Square up block to 13” X 13”.  Make 12 blocks (for OMC/Headstart) or 20 blocks 

(for Lap Quilt). 

 

Assemble into 4 rows of 3 blocks each (OMC/Headstart), or 5 rows of 4 blocks 

each (Lap Quilt), arranging so that the 2-1/2” X 13” strips are along the top/bottom 

for the first block, alternating with the 2-1/2” X 13” strips along the sides for the 

next block, etc. 

 

TIP:  Before sewing rows together, press intersecting seams in opposite directions, 

so that the seams can lock together. 


